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Life at a University, iust as life itself, is somewhat of
a puzzle, a helter-shelter jumble of pieces which, without
order has no meaning. Just as a puzzle is, at first glance,
befuddiing, so too is the University to the incoming
Freshman whose dazed expression reflects his bewilder-
ment.
As the student is initially confronted with the maze
of courses and activities of the college curriculum, he is
able to see the pieces of the puzzle unfold before him.
In time, confusion lessens as the pieces — the arts and
sciences, the theories and techniques, philosophies and
fellowships are sorted, studied, and put in their proper
place. ‘
Progress is slow and unsure at first, but with the
miracle of inquisitive intellect and guiding hand of
mature wisdom, he makes his way. And as piece after
piece falls into place, understanding replaces bewilder-
ment and achievement builds confidence. '
Graduation does not, in itself, mean the mastery of
the puzzle but rather the realization that the pattern
that student has created for himself is not really an
entity unto itself but one part of a huge panorama.
His challenge begins anew but now his purpose is clear.
Equipped with knowledge, ability, discipline, and self
assurance, he can complete puzzle upon puzzle bu’ilding
personal satisfaction and contributing to the society of
which he is a part.
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Home has a deep appeal to The human heart,
because true family spirit, deriving from the Blessed
Trinity, begets unity, affection, helpfulness and ioy.
To Teach us This spirit, Jesus was born in The holiest
and happiest of families. The nation is a chain of
families. Every worthwhile organization thrives only
in so far as it has esprit de corps, a genuine family
spirit. The family spirit which has been The pride
and ioy of Assumption University will be tested once
more when it joins The new University of Windsor, but
iT will live on. By word and deed may The graduates
spread it everywhere as harbingers and promoters
of world peace.
Devotedly yours in Christ,
John C. Cody
Bishop of London
Most Rev. J. C. Cody, LL.D., Bishop of London.
@ZEZLL'JETZZII )5,
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Congratulations to the graduates of l963 !
During This academic year the administration of the
University was faced with the problem of meeting the
challenge of University expansion. Assumption University
must prepare for 5,000 students in 1970.
This expansion could only be undertaken if The Uni-
versity were eligible for provincial grants. We were not
eligible because we were under denominational govern—
ment.
After months of deliberation, the Board of Governors
decided that a new University should be created to be
incorporated under the name University of Windsor, and
should be under the control of a public board and There-
by eligible for provincial financial assistance.
The real change will be noticeable in The Board Room.
However hardly any change in our academic program
will be observable except expansion.
 
Best wishes for the future!
Rev. E. C. LeBel, C.S.B., M.A., C.D.
Sincerely yours,
E. C. LeBel
President 8
       
  
    
Dr. F. A. DeMorco, Ph.D., F.C.l.C., Dean of Applied Science and
Principal of Essex College is pald a visit in his office.
Rev. N. J. Ruth, C.S.B., MA‘, Dean of Arts and Scienc
Rev. H. Mollon, C.S.B., M.A., Executive Vice-President POlnlS 0U? lhe Program for The coming Yeor- '
3/25 ,
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welcomes back two s’ruden’rs offer summer vacation.
 
Two boys look over future plans with Rev. D. J, Mulvihill, C.S‘B., PhD.
Vice Pres., Development.
7
 
    
Rev C‘ P Crowley, C,S.B., Ph.D., Dean of Graduate
Studies
Rev. J. A. Malone, C.S.B,, Ph,Di, Dean of Men,
walking in Cody Hall with two resident students.
‘ 144111411411 .  
  
   
Dr, R. 5‘ Rayson, M.Ai, S.T.B., D.D., giving important advice to some
residence girls.
 
(guiding dhzcmd
Too often we think that the educational process con-
sists entirely of lectures, book reports, tests, browsing
in the library, and final examinations. Necessary as these
things are, they are only the tools\with which we must
shape our future from the opportunities afforded us.
Rev. E. A, Roberts, C‘S.Bi, BiA., S‘T.Bi, Treasurer, shows extension plans
of Electa Hall to several students.
l0
  Dr L. McCarthy, PhtD” Dean of Women gives counsel to two girls in heroffice,
0
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One of the many opportunities which we perhaps don't
appreciate is the chance ’to discuss our problems with
the various members of the administration and the de—
partment heads. The chance to tap their wisdom is
the rare opportunity which makes possible the correct
assembling of the puzzle at passing to maturity,
Some students conferring with the Registrar Miss Barbara Birch, M.A.,
about their courses.
Rev. E‘ J. McCorkell, CScB” Superior, seen in his
office
Rev. D. L, Egan, C.Ss.R., S.T.L., Dean of Theology,
talking with Yvonne D'Hondt.
  
  
    Rev. E. J. Crowley
C.Ss.R., S.T,L.
  Rev, J, Fiore,
C.S.B., B.A.
Rev. L. McCann,
C.S.B., S.T.D.
5RLou; Knowledge
sociofogf/
S. Cunningham, M.A.
Rev. J. Daley,
C,S.B., M.A.
P. Flood, M.A.
Rev. F. Kingston,
M.A., D.Phil.
   
J. Deck, Ph.D.
J. Graham, M.A.
R. Nelson, Ph.D.
640,125
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Rev, J. C. Murray,
C.S.B., S.T.D.
  12  
   
Rev. R. Flood, C.S.B.
M,S.L.S.
M, Manley, Ph.D.
Rev. E. Pappert,
’2 C.S.B,, Ph.D.
6
‘
D. P. Kelly, MA. or
G. Dadley, Ph.D. Sr
H. Plante, M.A. M
J. Sullivan, Ph.D. A,
Sr. M. Romano,
S.N.J.M., M,S.
  Rev. F. Boland,
C.S.B., Ph.D.
Rev. D. Mulvihill,
C.$.B., Ph.D.
Rev. J. O'Meara,
C.S.B., Ph.D.
Rev. H. Hill, O.C.$.
M. Vockovic, M.A.
   
C. Fcniozzi, Rev. J. Hussey, Rev. G. MGCDOHOld,
M.A. C.S.B., M.A. 05.8., M.A.
CfaiiL'Ci
Rev. J. O'Donoghue,
      
 
C.S,B., M.A. r
V. Standridge, PhD. 5/
5 cl9 an
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Rev. c. Drouillcrd, u }u25 cgzti
C.S.B., PhD.
Rev. R. Pozik’ 9 J. De Lauro, M.F.A. M, Grimm
C.S.B., M.A. n V, Cervin, PhD.
Rev A. Weiler, Rev. T. McGouey,
C.S.B., B.A. C.S.B., BA.
a Sr. Marian Dolores,
g ’2 PhD.
. A. Smith, Ph.D.
n Dr, V. Almozan ,1 g
’- Sr. Pauline of Mary, 8 y
M.A.
3. A. Thibauli, Des.L. J ReV- R- FEW,
Mrs. B. Zokon, M.A. C.S.B., PhD.
Rev. A. Malone,
O C.S.B., PhD.
Rev. M. Record,
C.S.B., M.A.
 
P. E. Vanda", M.A.
gaon. - Epoﬁ'. Sci.
  
  
V. Chrypinski, Ph.D.
Z. Fallenbuchl, M.A.
W. Gillen, M.A.
A. Kovacs, PhD.
W. Phillips, Ph.D.
W. White, M.A.
P. Young, M.A.
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 H. Apostolopoulos, M.S.C.E.
D. Duquetfe, M.S.
J. P. Ham, O.L.S., M.S.C.E,
H. Herbich, M.S.C,E.    
 
Dr. Hwang, PhD, Miss R. Ingram, B.Sc.N., MN.
T. Wu, M.$., PhD. Miss F. Roach, B.S.R.N., R.R.C., R.R.L.
J. Lobe, Dipl. lng. Miss L. Sanders, B.S., MA.  
szf 52295125515229 Waning 1::
J. Browlie, B.A., M,B.A.
 
Badman
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J. Gertz, 8.8., M.B.A.
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C. Home, PhD.
W. Benedict, B.S.A., PhD.    
M. Zin, B. Comm, M.B.A.
R. Doyle, M.A.M.S,, PhD.
Rev. A, Gram, C.S.B., M,A.
 
E. Hobib, B.Sc., PhD. C. Kuehner, M.Sc., PhD.
F. Holui, M.Sc., Ph.D. H. McCurdy, M.Sc., Ph.D.  
L. Krause, 8.56,, Ph.D.   T. Noinan, M,Sc., Ph.D. Miss M' MOSS’ NS\'S’A. Von Wiingoorden, 8.5:, M" L‘ Petras’ M' ‘
14
M.A., PhD.
L. Campbell,
M.S., PhD.
H. Eliopoulos,
M.Sc., PhD.
 
Rev. A. Howell,
(18-8., M.A.Sc.
abiy. M.$c., M.E.
L, Artiago, M.Sc.
J. Abromowich,
No
Photo
Rev. D. Fought,
C.S.B., MA.
Rev. W. Nigh,
C.S.B., MA.
S. Vermo,
M,Sc,, PhD.
‘”‘ke"M'E“g' Wad/iambch Engénaa'zing
M. Adelman,
M.A.Sc., PhD.
désméit’zf/ KEQEQM"
E. W. Channen,
B.A,, Ph.D.
H. JeHinek, D.|.C.,
PhD.
Rev. G. Kosicki,
C.S.B., M.S., PhD.
 
R. J. Niedzielski, M5.
5. Price, M,Sc., PhD,  
K. Rutherford, B.A.,
PhD.
R. J, Thiberr, M.S.,
Ph.D.
  
A. Gnyp, M.A.Sc.,
PhD.
 
E. Zakon, Mgr, Dr.
W. Zoyochkowski
MA.
C. Tien, M.S,, Ph.D.
Dr. Kolra, Ph.D.
Dr. Thomas
G. Venkcresulu,
M.S.E.E.
H. Hsu, M.S., PhD.
H. Fletcher, M.A.$c.
 
    
  
   
  
   
  
  
      
Like a breath of Spring!
Giiﬁémiﬂ
T. Borbafo H. Bednarz
B. Blonde
P. Barkich B. Belloire
N. Barsant
A. Bonsignore
A. Bodnor A. Boscheno
B. Bellond M. Bond
y F. Bracken
 
M. Ackermann
C. Allen
J. Allen
A. Boscheno
M. Checoloski
T. Chesley
J. Clark
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A. Anders‘
G. Bohryr
M. Baker
(
.
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8. Clarke
T. Clarke
A. Calaum
M. Connelly
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C. Cork
D‘ Cosfigcm
W H‘ Crewe
.1. Desrosiers
G, Gram
M. Gouge]
J. Haf
 
C‘ Doyle
D. Dudley
P. Elias
5- Epp
B. Helge?
D. Herbert
Kl Hemiman
 
   
. Flonaggn B. Friedrlck F. Hogan
.. F66lé G, Goughon J. Golden
Z._E9Ltier B. Girard J. Gosselin
9781151725)”; .
What‘s wrong with moth?
 
  
 
  
  
   
5. Honey
R James
D. Herbert
B‘ Jubenville
A. Kainz
M. Kane
Guigman
Encore une fois!
J. Kulh
F‘ Kehl
N. Keller m. “usKowof '
H, Lolonde
R, Leuteritz
D‘ Loewen
M. Lori
J. Mortincic
J‘ McArthur
E. McAuliffe
V
R
J
B
, McCobe
. McCourt
. McCarthy
   
, MaCPherson
. Mamole
. Marcotte
. Marion
 
 M_ McGarvey P. McNamara '» M, Momello J. Noel R, Oechsle L. PackardM, McGuire C. McNeil D. Morgenin VS. Nolan T. Olechowsk: E. PelwfschJ. McLeod M. Meleg VJ. Noel K. Oakley J, Parent R. Pflsler~§ -~.
5. MIN 5 Reg“ ’Zc‘iéé/TLEIZ
J. Poupore ll Reid
B, Quinlan J‘ Roberts
B. Quinlan J, Roy
Cheese!
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M. Roy B. Scott N, Show
E. Rulherford B. Seidewand J. Sheehon
K. Schiedel L. Sexton S. Akos
Giaiémiﬂ
Let's dance!
D. Soules
B. Spiers
D. ST. Louis
 
D. Strocke
B. Stuart
8. Sylvester
B. Tallon
R. Trepcmier
J, Trizinsky
P. Wcier
V. Wallace
E. Weeks
J. Willy
T. Von Slrydinck
P. Van
Wcmenghen
R. Waddington
J. Worlond
W. Yecoske
F, Zurek
G. Zwick
 T, Acanne
P. Adams
R. Anderson
M. Andzons
G. Armstrong
P. Arnold
B. Bachond
F. Angelini
V. Anskis
C. Arengi
J. Armour
K. Badder
D. Belolshis
L. Ball
 
T. Barbesin
R. Baron
J. Barry
J, Barry
M. Barry
H. Borson'ri
[1's your lead!
gobéomo’zu
H. Baumann J. Beoulne M. Bell
M. Beaublien L, Beck B. Belloire
L. Beoudoin L. Belanger D. BeHringer
 
  
A penny a vote!
goﬁ/gomo’zai
5. Blair
R. lezchuk
G. Blonde
P, Bolger
P. Bondy
P, BOrnCHS
W, Borowicz
F. Bourg
J. Bremen
L. Brightmore
A. Breeders
G. Brown
B. Bryom
C. Burgos
 
M. Busse
G. Caldwell
L. Calvert
P, Bennett
V. Bevenuti
Sr. M. Bernard
F. Biddle
L, Carioni
G. Chauvin
S. Chauvin
B. Bishop
J. Block
J. Blockshow
S. Blockshaw
M, Cillis
K. Comartin
J. Cook
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Fr. Flood coined a new phrase, but I can't fund It in the dictionary!
D. Cooper L. Cotter
5. Close D, Conrell
Sr. C. B. Coté W. Dale
f A00/7207511
ll.ll
J. Dollord A. Defilippo E. Dumouchelle E. Ewaschuk
J. Dawson A. Delaney J. Dumoulin D. Faulkner
D. Deon T, Del Gmmde D. Dupuis T. Forroh
N, Deon L. Delellis P. Epperf J. Fozockas
      
 
J. Deneou J. Dien K. Donlon
K. Dewhlrst F. Die? T. Drew
P. Diedrick L. Donald T, Drouillord
 
  
"Llthwltil'wiw H
Walk! Don'1 Run!
} « J. Fell
N. Finncy
I
E. Ferguson J. Fisher
1 M. Finn
H. Fleisch l
:l: 0/2 OMO’Zai
.'
‘u l J. Fox R. Getty
C. Grimes J. Guiry
: F. Fraser J. Grbson M. Gruiici
ck Sr. M. Holder
D. Gobifous A. Gillls J
. Guerfin 5. Hales
. M. Geroce H. Godin
F. Guerrasio J. Halpin
     
A. Gold J. Goodwin D. Goulin
R. Goletski A. Gorek J. Green
G. Gombai D. Goslin B. Griffiths
   
D. Homber
M, Hamilton
C. Honcox
G. Harris
V. Jobify
A. Johnston
E. Johnston
  
F. J. Horfford
M. Hoslem
B. Hossen
B. Henderson
J. Kalbfleisch
G, Kopelos
J. Kouffmon
 
   
V. Hlodzuk
Brenda Hodges
R. Hoel
 
D. Hofford S. lvonoff
J. Hogan D. Jacobs
T, Horsley M. Jonisse
B. Hym? D. Jemch
ago/25072015;
We‘re this for, let's go in.
  
B. Kaufman M. Kora! G. Loformne B. Lovers
E. KeHer B. Krawek J. Loing N. Lovoie
E. Korob T. Lochine E. Lou D. Leach
goﬁéomo’zaz
No fillbUSTer please! !
  
E. Lechowirz
P. Lemire
C. Lemon
J. Loeboch
M. K. L‘Heureux
D. Lindsay
K. Long
D. MCArfhur
L. McCobe
L. McDermoH
  
R. Looleon
J. Loudon
P. Love
M. Lyons
B. McGowan
J. McIntosh
E. McMoth
 D D. McNamara
C. McPhail
L. Mackie
D. Minielly
M. Miskow
J. Morris
J. Madden
D. Malicki
F. MaHOf
L. Mosley
A. Mudrui
B. Munro
B. Malott
P. Mann
M. Moremette
 
L. Marshall J. Matheson E. Menard
B. Marynick S. Meeks B. Merednh
D. Mosrronordr J. Meleg D. Merlo
ago/zgomo’za
I'd like ten hamburgers, five hotdogs and 1hree large pizzas, please!
C. Messmg
J. Mickle
R. Mrller
 
  
M Murphy B. Near M. Ollen T. Parsons Sr, A. Pelleﬁer
B, Murray 5. O‘Brecht H. Packovsky M. Polferson C. Perl
B. Nadolln |. Okello M. Pakouskos 5‘ Payne K. Pelrumk
ago/zgomo’zaz
Lo longue froncclse est la plus romantique!
 
T. Peuler
D. Phillips
J. Pickelli
B. Price
C. Provenzano
F, Provenzono
J. Purcell
J. Plackez
E, Pollock
J. Prenlczky
Sr. M. Ouellette
D. Romdorsingh
M. Roy
E. Remming
 
D. Renshaw
N. Rheaume
A. R00?
H. Roth
P.Ryan
P. Ryan
T, Root
D. Rosa’rr
D. Roszmann
P. Salciccioli
L. Sanderson
M. Samson
B, Sandor
D. Sanford
F. Scarfone
  
Why so glum, chum?
ago/250mb251
G. Schafer L. Scon M. Sertic T. Shiner
M, Schenck P. Selecky B, Show G. Simmons
S. Marylou M. Senzel L. Sheri L. Simonini
 
   
P. Smith
M. Snonh
M. Soltys
 
I
x
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Nice View, huh?
£0/2/20I'720151
T. Stewart D. Strelchuk
N. St. Lows M. Suedos
R. St. Onge J. Sweeney
 
R. Sinosac
B. Sinclair
B. Skelly
M. Szymanski P. Taylor D. Tupling
G. Tokolosi G. Tomko L. Umdenstock
B. Tortoglio K. Towers G. Urbani
D. Smart
8. Smith
F. Smith
M. Valentino
V. ch Hooydonk
D. Von Nest
  
   
.4”.1 )5!   L. Vindischmo G. Volgler‘ B. Vogf T. Wachna‘ (K
Beauty! Who? more can I say?
R. Zorofe
Z. Zer
S. Znofins
B. Zub
3 k A. Walker B. Warren S, Weiler K. Wiebe M. WIHiomSOﬂ D_ Woodoll
Ydon 3. Walker M- WOHS B, Weiner P. Wiebe D. Winterbum C. Yomorsky
F. Walton B. Woymouth M' Whimsy R. Wigle D. Womack H. Zokon
   
    
Books, Books, Books!
gum'ou
 
B. Allgeyer
B. Andrachuk    
R. Brown
D. Brown
M, Brunet
B. Burkorr
  
 F. Burke
D. Burling
R‘ Burns
C. Comuzzi
H, Coopman
D. Copeman
P. Butler
AA Calladine
S. Callaghan
B. Courrier
Bl Coxon
M. Cranstone
 
J. Callahan
G. Cameron
J‘ Cameron
JV Campbell
L. Carli
B. Curran
R. Caverzan F, Chan G. Chick
G. Cecile S. Chapman 6' ChUI
A. Cecuni D. Chaseley B. Clark
gum'ou
Successful fishing trip?
, _:4 a l ’ n- =9. .‘_ v~ ‘5 l -
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L, Desiorlois L. Denmon
  
 
   
“ |. Crawford J. Cunningham
C. Darcy E. Day P. Delmore
T. Creede W. O, Dodo
L. De Silva J. Deon B. Demers
P. Deslorlois T. Deulin
S. Cruiskshankl J. Dolglelsh
C, Dovnd M. Deery N. De Mers
P, Demorois B. De Witte
r; g I i‘2
l "Huck" Finn goes to
college!
Y. D Hondt B. Doyle
P. Di Biose P. Driedger
l. Di Felice J. Drummond
 
 S, Duchesne L. Durocher
A. Dunlop B. Dydyk
 
C. Eckert B. Erlendson B. Fought L. FIueHing J. Goida
K. Evans B. Fedchun J, Flynn L. GordmerP. Elsey
P. Fresco R. Gaul?W. Enns M. Fossel P. Fitzpatrick
I
P. George M. Gleeson l l
J. Gerard S. Glinski
D. Gerolemi G. Glovasky
J. Gillespie T. Gordon
All this math is Greek to me!
   
P. Heynsbrock
B. Hlll
> M. Gosling D. Gray
P. Holford H. Holiwuro C. Hernimcm
I R. Gosselm J. Grossum
8, Hanson L. Heglond D. Hersey
‘ R. Grovellne M. Grzegocki
F, Hornodez T. Henderson G. Hewus
 
.
i
R. Hutchinson
C. Ingolls
G, lngolls
, '
W. lsoac
2 i UJlLO’Zi
l
4
I
Some people will do anything!
 
   T. Hurley
D. Hutchlns
L. James
D. Joson
K. Johnston
B. Johnston
  
J. Jozso 13- KeJSCh
D, Kosfcls 8- Kemny
J. Kelly J. Kenny
ii
" J. Kesselring E. Kowolski
\ J. Kolb J. Kowcinok
l. Kominor G. Kricfolusx
 
    
  
 
   
         
Where the boys are!
union
C. Kwosnicki T, Lopko P. Ledoux K. Le Page E. erou
L. Loframboise D. Lauzon F. Lemire J. Le Roy M. Lmd
W, Loioie L. Lecouteur M. Lemon L. Liebrock J. Loeboch
   
"* ’ M t !MUSIC 0‘35 ’0 J. Lolcmcono P. McNewl
gLLIZL'O’15.
K. McDonold D. McCreody
M. McDonald T. McLean G. McNeil J.
Mohon V. Mondolesi F, Moremene
B. Matthews (
A.
.
&
       
L. McEIhone M. McLeod D. Mocklin M. Molo
wney K. Mandzok M, Manin J. Meogh
er
P. McLean R. Mchir L. Maguire V.
Moncinelli G. Manser F, Maneis
J. Meharry
 
      
 
          
  
M, Melconion
G. Mennell
W, Miller
J. Mitchell
G. Mitrovich
M, Moodrey
D. Miller
T. Miller
C. Moore
D. Moron
P. Moran
J. Morond
 
D, O'Colloghan
I guess you‘re only as young as you feel!
game)m
B. O‘Nell N. Polenchuk R. Porillo
R. Orlando M. Parent J. Pousner
A. O'Rourke S. Parker D. Pearson
I
I
I
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I
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H
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D. Pelle'rier W. Pereshluka
L. Penfold P. Petersen
Does anyone smeH rubber burning?
B. Ronohon Y. Roberg
'
F. Reoume R. Rochen
_
D. Renler P. Rocus
r .
M, Rivord B. Rodie
      
  
 
    
    
- j E, Petryshyn M. Pierce J. Pollar
d J. Prem B, chk
S, Peltove‘ V, Pinke B. Potvin R. Pri
meou D. chk
M. Phoff J. eron J. Procey P. Pulc
: S. chk
  y rrrtttiﬁ)
 A. Roth
5. Russell
T, Solmoni
P. Smith
J. Smrcko
T. Smyth
G. Sanderson
A. Santin
F. Sarlo
J. Soltis
B, Sperandio
L, Spercnzcr
 
P. Soverio
J. Sowotzky
J. Scherer
T. Scheuermon
J. Sequin
T. Seymour
 
F. Shinners D. Skilling D, Smith
R. Siicox G. Sloney H. Smith
M. Skillen A. Small M. Smth
gunéom
We belong to a mutual admiration society!
 J. Spinks
L. Stacey
|. STohT
 
P. Stomp H. Sforkman
K. Stanton R. ST. Aubin
C, Sfork N. ST. Dems
union
The "green beast" gets a bath!
W. Stubgen
D. Struthers
J. Susko
 
L. Sykoro
P. Syring
C. Tom
 
E. Tomm
B. Taylor
D. Terry
B. Trothen
T. Turchin
J. Uhrin
D. Thomas
M. Thorpe
K. Travis
J. Untch
E. Volin
J. Vonstone
 '~ na w,“ "
     L. Varosso J. Vezino3,1 B. Vernon Sister M, Viola
 
B. Woecl'iter S. Weber B. Williams 6. Wolf M. Wong
F. Wai R. Weller D. Winch 5. Wolf S. Woolford
S. Wumbeke A. Weiss D. Woodkowski K. Wolkensperg G. Wortley
gum'ou
Finisl
  
 
 
Tr Wrigh'i M. Znotins
w- WYSZY”Ski T. Zuber   
   
   
   
  
(Vi/mg 04m! 93101751
Having put aside worldly distractions, these
young men have zealously taken up the pursuit
of Truth to perfect Themselves as powerful and
wise servants of God. Strangely enough they
must laboriously study earthy problems and
become competent in mundane affairs in order
to guide, counsel and console those who will
later seek them out, all the while drawing closer
to Almighty God so that they may form a re-
deeming communication between Him and those
who desire Him.
'-
Messrs, Dave Wing, Bob Johnson, Jerry Drouillord, Bill Britton, Martin Girash, Bob Seguin,
Torn Bales, Carl Madigan, Dan Vernelli, Mike Belliveau.
Buuficuz
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Messrs, Ed Miller, Bill Riegel, Fr. Kosicki, Eorl MacDonald, Gord Walker, Larry Finke, Dennis
Gruenwald, Pat Kelly, Murray Wilbur,
c/\)ic[5nz/2tozi1t
Fraters Dennis Ferrence, Walter Petryshyn, Joe Michalchyshyn, Boris Kyba, Merve Kowalchuk, Roch Fortier, Don MacLennan, Bob Nelder, Dick St.
John, Don Lukie, Alex Lukie, Tom Doyle, Art Hicks.
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@415 c74£cli to a goal,
  
We have chosen To show Them here in The
differenT aspecTs of Their life, be iT aT prayer,
work or relaxaTion. BeTween classes, sTudy and
prayers, They sandwich in Time for jokes, sporTs,
iusT Thinking, and much of The ordinary give-
and-Take of college life. They have noT found
ThaT wearing sober black is any cause for sTark
solemniTy. OTTen The insTigaTors of much of The
laughTer on campus, They have ThaT happy
scholasTic faciliTy for The enioymen’r of The liTTle
Things.
Bros. Bruce, Paul, lvan, Hugh, Douglas, Arnold, Angelo, Andres, Andre, Gerard, Earl, Guy,
Brendan.
SE I . . " '5" .s
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Bros. Anselm, Rene, TimoThy, Augustine, Barry, Terence, Joachim, Lucien, Duane, Carl.
éﬁc/zlofasﬁm
2nd Row — Fraters Bob Marina, Brian Tracey, Paul Murphy, Bill Fitzgerald.
ls? Row ——— Gerry McCormick, Bob Plamondon, Joe Crawford, Tom McNul'ry, Frank Green.
L I :, . V *5  
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Trev Collier Gary Pennington Jerry Leroy
PresidentialAAide Director of Finance Social Director 
  
  i r
John Morand
Director ofCarolyn Walling
Margie Brown
Director of Cultural Affairs
 
Director of Women's Activities
 
InterAUniversity Affair;   
  
Jack Wiley lino Saliceccille
Joe Kelly  Arts Representative
 
Aaivnies Chairman Freshman Representative 
  
“is
Martin Brodsky Rick Rinley Bob Neeley
Science Representative Applied Science Representative Commerce Representative        
The S.A.C. co-ordinates all student ac-
tivities on campus, administers the bud—
get to various clubs, and works as a
mediator between the administration
and the students.
Fr. Murray, CtSB. moderator, Betty Deane, recording
secretary, Anita Santin, corresponding secretary, and
Bob Totten, NFCUS chairman are looking over some
notes before one of their weekly meetings.
   
e {Dissident and 0%; dl/lauaga
Fellow Students,
The world, itself, is a massive puzzle in which we are each one part. This part
‘ has been mostly shaped by our experiences at university.
The bewilderment that we once felt as freshmen has been conquered and re-
placed with confidence and a new vitality that looks constantly to the future.
Through a proper integration into all the facets of university life during these few
years at Assumption you, the graduate, and you, the undergrad, have slowly
but most assuredly shaped your character and personality. These in turn will be
paramount in the molding of your destiny.
‘ Sincerely yours,
Wave“-
Robert De Mers, President
Students' Administrative Council
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G, Smyth, C. Donlon,
M. Norwood, Ci Simpson,
Mrs, Savage, M, Senzel, P. Marintette, B, Btorkqmst, B. Totten, Mrs. Milinoff [Lying Down)
(/V. 9.6. 71.5.
Bioféa’zéood ngougé 5520505 .
N.F.C.U.S. is the unifying organization of Canadian
University students. On our campus it is a subcommittee
of SAC. and is chiefly responsible tor such student
services as the Student Discount Program, the Red Cross
Blood Drive, student life insurance, and the National
Seminars.
The World University Service works to promote the
cause at higher education especially in the needier
areas of the world. On our campus, the annual visit
of Treasure Van is our way of supporting the inter-
national program ot W.UAS.
(VI/“MA”.
M. Snaith, V. McHugh, D. Costa,
R. Eid, P. Kennedy, Dr. Ed Le
Mire, H. Milne.
  
T. SmyTh, J. STreeTer, J. VansTone, C. Moore, J. Kelly, C. Garrett, P, Halford, R, Burkort, R, Egan.
04%; ﬂounaif
. . . and student Ogaﬁm'ty
Since The advenT of women on The AssumpTion campus,
The Women's ACTiviTy Council has been promoTing The
inTeresTs of This minoriTy group. RepresenTed by all The
various TaculTies which include women, This group spon-
sors such evenTs as The Sadie Hawkins Dance and The
Children's ChrisTmas ParTy.
A new addiTion aT AssumpTion This year, The ArTs Council
provides a form of uniTy Tor ThaT fairly large group, The
ArTsmen. Through co-ordinaTion of The acTiviTies of This
diversified sTudenT body and The publishing of The
greale needed ArTs Newsle’rTer, we have wiTnessed a
decided improvemenT in The spiriT of co—operaTion among
ArTs sTudenTs.
M. McDougall,
B. Shakespeare, P.
Petersen, M. A. Mc-
Donald, M. Brown, B.
Vieau, H. McGlcde, D.
Nelson, P. Taricone
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L. Fasamo, C. Burgos, J. Yan, L, Zarate, L. Cameron, M. Hackshaw, S. Lipovac, C. Jin, Chan Sun Tarn, Chi-Eek Mok, E. Yu, J. Chui, S
G, Let, Br. Anselm, D. Randorsmg, C. McArthur, C. Chu, B. Veluvold, J. McArthur, V. Jobity, N. Varma, D. Mui, R, Farrell,
W. Dado, Dr. R. Hellrng, P. George, M. Marentette, H. Hagiwara, C. DArcy.
955 gozaiyn Students association
gp’zaadi
900.1 rim
. Ing,
U. Gulati,
£05 Udnidaclo:
Mike Gaan, Mike Hackshaw, Colin D'Arcy
This year Assumption is very fortunate to have so many
students from all over the world. These students have
done remarkably well, academically and socially even
though many of them have had a language barrier. The
Foreign Students Association is the bond of unity in which
the students work together to overcome Their many prob-
lems in a strange country.
52
 (Nada/emf gomud;
Frank Sarlo (Presideni M,R.C.l, Sue Chauvin, Mary Ann McDonald, Judy Kowcrnok, Joanne Comuzzr, Joan Spinks [Presidenr
Elecra Halli, Ginny
McHugh, (Absenr: Carmen McArThur), Mary Jane Thorpe, Dave Hamber, Tony Barbara, Terry Devlin, Bob
Weimer, Anne GTlliS, Judirh Mclntosh.
The CulTural CommiTTee is a newly formed sub—
commiTTee of S.A.C. WiTh The opening of The University
CenTre, AssumpTion now had The TaciliTies To hold many
culTural evenTs which could noT be held before. Under
The direcTion of Caroline Walling This commiTTee organiz-
ed several evenTs. TalenTed sTudenTs presen’red a half—
hour show case on Thursday aTTernoons. Book discus-
sions were led by various professors wiTh discussions
following. A series of foreign films were shown in The
fall.
53
Cuftwaazl Committee
Caroline Walling, Joanne Cornuzzi, Marge Parent, Barry
Cameron, ArT Lazmski, Ron Eid.
 UNI
VERSITY or wmnson LIBRARY   
 C. Giovanani, N. Rheaume, M, Samson, W. Srokosz, K. Hills, C. Fantalli, B. Anderson,
R. Egan, J. Mallory, E. Schurter.
Classics
A new group at Assumption this year, the members
of the Classics Club feel that one mark of a truly educat-
ed person is a knowledge of Latin and Greek. These
students study the ancient languages and the wealth of
culture connected with them.
OL/L'sto ’zy
It is an old adage that "history repeats itself". The
members of the History Club recognize the truth at this
statement and hope to gain a more thorough under-
standing ot present day conditions through more
complete knowledge of historical events and their cir—
cumstances.
N. Palenchuk, W. Curtin, R. Marcotte, T Costigan, B. Nolan, J. Mahon, B. Taylor, W. Senchuk, Br. Andres, L.
Varrasso.
  
Fr. Boland, P, Mitchell, V. Hladzuk, E. Wokulich, J. Kowunak,
M. A. Martin, M. A
Martin, M. Kehl, C. Kwasnicki, J. Spinks, D. Nelson, D, Hambe
r, F, Sarlo, M,
Pakauskas, T. Deulin, T. Borbato,
(Uniﬁed avaﬂorzs goc£o[ogy
A broader understanding of the world's peoples is Another new organization at Assumption
is the
the aim of the United Nations Club. Again this year, Sociology Club. This group, thro
ugh a program of
the Canadian-American Relations Seminar brought noted student tielol work, ai
ms at the preparation of its
speakers from both countries to our campus. members tor a tuture in social wor
k.
C. Garrett, F. Joyce, K. Miller, |. Nunzxato, M. Nar
della, B. Hill, A. Roth, P. DiBiase, H. Summers,
Dr. Helling,
M. Morentette, P. Frasca, A. Caladine, S. Chapman.
 
   
Wang; 50452937
Sr. M. Holder, Sr. A Pelleher, Sr. Trudel, Sr. M. Chrishne, C. Lemmon, A. Enrlghr, E. Kmil, D. Jubenville, H. McGlade, P. duDomalne,
J Malcolm, M. Ondusko, A. LoShiavof, M. Ash, L. Shultz, M. Walsh, M. Foster, Kim M. Frederick, M. Soganich, P. McGee, S. Hazen,
B. Gray, M. Heffeman, L. Plnder, J. Alkinsom J. Smith, M. Rooney, R. Brown, M. Coughlm, J. MacKenZIe.
955 505(9205 Ohms; To . . .
J. Noel, J, Vezina, M. Senzel, M. McLeod, Dr. Kuehner, D. Butcher, P. Pelerson, R. McGowand, S. Znotins, A. Gorek, R. Patillo, J.
Callahan, L. Leccreleur, P. Boudreau, J, Yan, L, Brandes, L. QUIm, D. Winch, D. Bellringer, D. Copeman.
  
   Cgaméit’zy ‘
M. Olletr, D. Bondy, Dr. E. W. Channen, J. K
ommor, R. Scheide man, 0. Umo, W. Oork, B.
Anem,W.Lc|a1e, B Fought.
£55 {puzzﬂs 0 fpzogzsiz
@fzyu’ci
M. Smith, D. Burlmg, N. St. Louis, T, Shmer, M. Brodsky, M
. OHet, M. Berreno.
 
 S. Weiler, D. Pearson, J. Morand, J. Gosselin, Dr, G. A. Padley, A, Temcheff, X, Pious, H.
Faust, D. Brown, M. Reynolds.
gagaﬁnf] Soda/5y
The arT of persuasion and The pursuiT of The TruTh
are The aims of a good oraTor. Members oT The DebaTing
SocieTy develop These qualiTies by parTicipaTing in or-
ganized debaTes and by learning from experienced
debaTors, who are The guesTs of The club.
dl/latgemaﬁas
The maThemaTical mind is one possessing The valu-
able power of logical Thinking. The MaThemaTics Club
aims aT developing This power, ouTside of The class-
room. The program includes group discussions and The
exchange 0T ideas among These sTudenTs.
H. Zakon, A, Temcheff, M. Brodsky, L. James, 5. Russell, C. Allen, L. LaFrambOise, N. ST, Louis, D, Gordon, R. ST. Onge.
 
 In the production, ‘Thunder Rock,‘ Charleton, the ligh
thouse keeper, has iust been confronted
by two hallucinatory figures, brought up from his post.
[blama
The production ot any play, which we see in goals are h
eld in view by the Drama Club; the
the Huts, requires the efforts of a great many en
tertainment ot the student body and the re—
persons. All, from actor to stage worker, are
cognition and development of potential talent.
guided in their work by Daniel P. Kelly. Two
   
G. Pennington, V, Howkeswood, J. Holes, 5. Pettovel, Dr. G. Home, S. Quinlan, G. Yoworsky, M. S’royko, R. Bettrige, J. Mitchell, D. Carter,
i
—
—
i
n
o
Hurley, G Violette, R Orlando, L. Gardiner, M. Pierce, W. Beger, J. Scherer, V. Pich, C. Moilloux, E. Wokulich, M. Prince, J. Piron, B. Lysy,
Guido, J. Sanka, B. Greenwood, B. Neeley, F. Duym, D. Szemon.
COMHZE’LCE Mg
. Smith, S. lvanoff, D. VonNesr, H. Musson, B. Swift, T. delGroncle, B. Erlondson, N. Lox/ole, F. Schinner, B. Torroglio, B. Bishop, M. Hayes,
Clark, D. Lindsay, L. Dugud, J. McFarlone, R. Dupuls, D. Jocobs, B. Benetou, L. Beaudoin, R. Molickl, P. Morond, G. McNeil, B. Meconi,
, Chick, V. Benvenu’ri, C. Dowd, J. Amyor, D. Cooper, A. Davidson, J, Pollard, G. O’Keefe.
  
  
gaonomim- {poﬁ'tiaaf (Salinas
L. Beaudoin, P. Clark, B. Whne, M. Bell, C. P
rovenzono, P DCHOVOHE,
L. Vorrosso, M. Mulern 1Presiden1),
1, D Wodkowskw, C Cmmo, H. Barsonh,
F. Sorlo, N. Rheoume, M. SYoyLa, C. Dowc
Gzanafz CM
Preswdem), R. Elde, M. LHeureux, 8 Shaw,
J, McNamara, J. Beoulne, Dr Jason,
F. Schmners, T. Donn, P. Fresco, G. Delru
e,
A, Thwbeouh, 1. Bernard, J. Comuzzi,
M. Homihon, C, Thubcwlt (
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Conservative
€qu
The Conservatives have had an
active year under The leadership of
President Len Varrasso. The club's
main program has been To instruct
its members in Canadian govern-
ment. In January, the club sent Ten
delegates to the national convention
of university Conservative clubs in
Ottawa.
 
S. O'Brecht, G. Kapelos, L. Hegland, L. Varrasso, B. Hill, C. Garrett, M. H. Crewe,
F. Schinners, E. McAulifte, M. DuBois, W. Borowicz, R. Weirner, S. Cruikshank, S,
Schartz, K. DewhirsT, B. Tuothen, D. McCready, D. Pearson, S. Singh.
[Literati
The Liberal Club has en-
ioyed one of its successful
years at Assumption. Lester
B. Pearson, leader of The
national Liberal Party, ad-
dressed club members at an
informal gathering, when he
was here for The Canadian-
lAmerican Seminar. ln Octo-
ber, the club was host to the
Canadian University Liberal
Federation's Ontario Region-
al Convention.
Oofiﬂas . . .
M. Brown, M. A. Marr, P, Bolger, J, Piaszek, M. Senzel, C. Donlon, B. White, M. Norwood,
J. Kowcinak, H. Donahue, D. Kasta, V. Mandolesi, P, Fitzpatrick, T. Dunn, J, Flynn, A. Erick-
son, T. Devlin, D. Roszmann, E. Remming, R. Dupuis,,J. Kelly, P. MacNeil, B, Taylor, P, Moran,
B. Dempsey, M. Murphy, J, McNamara, F. Smith, P. Butler, M. Samson, F. Burke, R, Doyle,
F. Sarlo.
  
 Cantazngf/
The Canterbury Club is open to
all the Anglican students on the
campus. Its aim is to bind these
students, with common religious be-
liefs, closer together. The program
includes, not only religious activities
and group discussions, but also a
great many social functions.  
Fr. H. Hill, E, Day, R. Abbott, C. Garrett, B. Williams, R. Hall, R, Silc
ox, D. Hersey,
M. Jessop.
. . . and ﬂefi‘gion
K. Miller, C. LePage, D, Nelson, J. LeRay, K. Johnson, R, Sa
nford, H.
Allen, D. Goslin, J, Mitchell.
 
   
  
(United C/éwzag
€qu
The United Church Club feels that
religion is a vital part of student
life. It is through the fellowship
which this group provides, that
these students attempt to integrate
Christian ideals into their scholastic
endeavours as well as their social
activities.
 , '-‘ . “3W” .
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i Canadian O/ﬂcau Uzauzuzf] Com/21
The Three branches OT The Canadian Armed Forces are represented on The "
V AssumpTion Campus. Men are given The opporTuniTy of being Trained Tor
miliTary duty while aT The same Time, receiving Their formal educaTion.
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THE DEFENCE OF AN IDEAL!
gnginseam? goaésty
B. Lanza, M. Williamson, H. Smith, G. Cameron, Chan Sun Tarn, R. Nossari, L. Scott, K. Riggs, P. Pulo, B. Warren, C. Allen, B. Nadalin, J.
Douglas, G. Dolan, B. Sanford, F. Giraroo, |. Kurtz, P. Elias, B. Quick, B. Ronahan, D, Strurhers, W. Wyszynski, R. Brown, R. Carducci, F.
Wai, L. Khoubesserian, L. McEllrone, J. Evans, J. Drummond, C. Kerr, D. Terry, M. Boumgardner, P. Nuspl, W. Culina, R. Wei, P. Fazzra, J.
Elias, N. Nazzarudin, G. Sanderson, G, Slaney, N. Varma, P. Heynsbroek, R. Shiner, S. Nuspl, J, Vmik, P. Alexander, B. Rayzek, G. Meloche,
R. Show, P. Ledoux, M, Deinisch, E. Rembish, B. Poulrer.
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D. Bell, P. Orlando, W. Srokosz, K. Long, L. Sherry, G. Manser, G. Crawford,
P, Marentette, B. Biork-
quist, R. Halmos, M Kochon, M Soganich, A. DeFilippo, M Pa:ent, L Bacher, J Moylan, A.
Delaney.
(Radio
Besides providing its services at dances and other
activities, the Radio Club broadcasts its own weekly
radio program. Through this group, many students are
given the opportunity to develop their talents in this
broad field of communications.
\\\K\\x\.--"
\Xk’s‘t xxvi‘r'
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V. MacPherson, D. Hildebrand, B. Cameron, P. Allen, J. Trizisky, D. Gonsalves, J. Kelly, T. Smyth, B. Murray,
L. Umbdenstock, J. Cook, G. Fitzgibbon, N. Bhumgara.
 
gClZZ
For the third consecutive year,
the Jazz Club brought to its
members the opportunity of
hearing several of the better
artists in this field of modern
music. This year marked the
first Jazz Concert on our campus.
Their main activity consisted in
small, informal gatherings here
at school.
 
 w" 'vr: :
 
i Y. Roberge, P. Desiarlais, J. McKenSIe, J. Loudon, N. Hirsch, l. Umbdenstock. M. Suedas, S. O Brech‘, L, ans'tall, M Gcsl "g M Zagol
. C.
' Lacharite, C. Doyle, M. Schenck, M. Korol, G. Purdy, M. Hetternan, C. Buscee, B, Zub. C Wilk nson, J Fosa’vrts Fr Ficre, C Fan'OZZ
‘, A.
Caladine, P. Butler, R. Burkart, W. Borowmz, E. Valin, E. Weeks, F. Burke, E, Ewaschuk, J Laiacono T Miller. C Cum/(Watt R St, Aubin, J.
Cunningham, J. Bordeau, N. DeMers, F. Gueriassm, P, Zarate,
l' 67/20ch 50454,
The Choral Society directed by
Father Fiore, contributed greatly to
the cultural level of the university,
this year. Through a varied program
i of semi-classical and popular num-
i bers, they managed to incorporate
; a form of music to cater to the taste
of every student on the campus.
Their main performances included
the traditional Christmas and Spring
concerts as well as the newly or-
ganized, Student Concert.
  . Fiore, R. Burkart, C. Comuzzi, J, Loudon, J. Loiacono, F. Burke, Pt Butler, N. Hirsch.
  
The newest and perhaps The most
ambitious club on campus is the
Ski Club. The season for enjoying
Their common bond is rather short
but this year's executive made The
most of The weather. They enioyed
several weekend ski excursions To
areas in Michigan and during The
ChrisTmas vacation They spent a
week skiing in The Laurentians. They
also brought another queen competi-
Tion to The campus when They spon-
sored 0 Snow Queen contest, The
lucky young lady winning the chance
To take part in The Waterloo Lutheran ‘
University Winter Carnival.
 
T 37.2 8qu
i A. Dawdson, W. Wyszynski, R. Potillo, N Bhumaro, P. Synng, D. Gonsales, G. LaForTune, G. McHugh,
T. M. SenzelT, Zurek, N. Fobbro, M. Norwood, M Gerace, N. Dean, N. Hirsch, V. Wladzuk, M. McGuire,
H. Coopman, J; James, L. DeTtmon, P. Tericonne, J. Vezma, M. Schrot, M. Parent, L. Bacher, J. Diem,
,-|' B. SwiTT, M. Goon, M. Hackshaw, J. Beaulne, G, DOrazio, A. MoiTlond, G, Blonde, R. Lookkan, B.
Dempsey, P. Water, J. Martinei, D, Davoux, P, Butler, 5. lvanon, L. Loxacono, M, Jinn, T. RooT.
 
:i ‘ Budge
2 J. Mallory, M. Martin, E. McMullen, M. Lyons, Fr. Bolond/ J. Begley, P. Wiebe, E. Likou.
     
One of The most dedicated
groups on campus is The
Bridge Club. They are dedi-
caTed to giving the Grotto
back to fun and games. Very
few days go by That you
don'T see this group of
students, with an odd faculty
member Thrown in, pursuing
Their idea of inTra-mural
sports, The highlight of The
year is the annual bridge
tournament which the club
sponsors.
  
     
    
   
The greatest thrill for any aspiring
writer is to have a piece of his work
published. Kaleidoscope fills this
need on campus by providing an
annual show-case for the literary
and creative writing talent of the
under—grads. Under the guiding
hand of Mr. Plante, the editors select
representative samples of poetry,
short stories, and criticism which
merit publication.
studanf guide
Eileen Keller, Irene Kominar, Heather Milne, Paul Frasca, Stan Fraser, Cathy Comuzzi, Ed Bajus,
    
  
  
WQZ’SZLlOiCO/QS
Artem Lozynsky, Laura Blute, Mr. Plante, Diane Brown, Beth Coda,
Perhaps the handiest publi-
cation on campus is the Stu-
dent Guide. No self-respect-
ing Assumptionite would
ever dream of being without
his pocket roster. The high-
light of the year for the edi—
tor was when he had his face
slapped by 64 Co-eds in suc-
cession for asking their
phone numbers. Most stu-
dents agree that the Student
Guide is worth its weight in
gold. it is hard to imagine
what the males on campus
would do if they were forced
to go back to the primitive
practise of compiling their
own “little black book!"
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’ ,3 Fr. G. Macdonald, . Mrs. C
. Perry, M.A.
V C.B.C., M.A. Technical Adviser
.- l Moderator
  
Jim Kesselring
Editor
.1/‘4m5auaclo'z ataf/
Ph" Eppen
J. Kesserling, C. Ingalls, L. Dettman, M. Gosling, J. Kolb, J. Kowcinak, A. Santin, Assistant Editor
M. Gerace, J. Ptaszek, T. Seymour, A. Delaney, P. Desjarlais, B. Weimer, B. Bauer,
5. Chauvin.
Starting in September you saw a photo-
grapher popping in here and there catching
all the social and academic highlights of
the year. Up in the press office the editors
and staff filled many wastebaskets before
the final draft was completed.
 
 E
S. DeZiel, T. Collier, M. Martin, J. Roberts, J. Trott.
If any one word could best describe this
year‘s Lance, it would be new. Most of the
staff was new, including the Editor—ln-Chief.
Dr. Sullivan took over as Faculty Moderator,
and his blue pencil helped the staff to im—
prove rapidly. However, Mrs. Perry was still
here as Director of Publications to guide the
Staff, technically.
The Lance was new in looks, and ap--
proach. Two pictorial issues spoiled the staff,
who were never quite satisfied with the
 
newspaper format after that.
The Editor lost some of his power when
he decided to form an Editorial Board to
deal with questions of editorial policy. Their
first decision was to withdraw the applica—
tion to loin the Canadian University Press.
 
(3. Fraser, J. Trott, R. Kirvan (Editor), B. Nolan, D. Stracke.
S. Fraser, I. Kominar, A. Anderson, M. Thorpe, P, Knawlton.
    
Dr. J. Sullivan, Ph.D.
Moderator
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And now I would like to tell you about . , ,
04 (W/Z’L'TZ) 0/ cgaﬁaiﬁas . . .
Welcome Frosh! 7 a statement on the lips of many
upperclassmen. Frosh orientation was directed at making
the Freshman feel at home in their new environment.
 
 
   
Frosh Week was a time in which first impressions were
created and new friendships formed The former students
l welcomed the eager young people into their “select”
' circle.
L The ordeols to which these aspiring Frosh were sub-
' t . . l .
‘. l i Iected were entirely unforeseen especrally during the
Frosh Fair.
 
. 19-3 Heave!
" i3
%
  
Now, how do l get down?
Smile,
 
you may be on Candid Camera!
What would Max Factor say!
. . . 90*: 9103/27 Quantaﬁon
Frosh were committed to perform such courtesies as
opening doors, lighting cigarettes, carrying books, shining
shoes, doffing beanies, etc. As the upperclassmen dis-
covered, these enthusiasts were not as submissive. On the
contrary, they were quite rebellious.
The confusion of registration; the informal atmosphere
of the dances in the Grotto; the Frosh Banquet in the
University Centre,- the unforgettable Frosh Fair; and the
finale, the Frosh Hop in the Ball Room ’ all this was the
initial step in the completion of the student's puzzle.
Vic, you missed , . , almost!
 
  
 
l crown thee Queen Gail!
    Such a pretty smile!  
(Viva la (R5025 . . .
The culmination of Frosh Week was the traditional
Frosh Hop and the crowning at a lovely Queen.
The image of former Frosh Hops was maintained in
the true spirit of the University. The traditional red carpet
was rolled out for the candidates and their escorts. When
the final aspirant reached the throne, the crowd closed
in awaiting the announcement in anticipation. The
sparkling personality and charming smile of Miss Gail
Purdy made her the choice of the Frosh and winner of
the coveted title.
Miss Madelyn Nardella, 196l-1962 Frosh Queen,
crowned Miss Gail Purdy the new Queen. Among her
attendants were Misses Sylvia Payne, Nancy Shaw,
Brenda Price, Joan Gosselin, and Andrea Walker.
A beautiful bouquet of red roses was presented to
the happy Queen.
The remainder of the evening was spent in dancing
to the soft, romantic music.
76
A proud escort!
  
 
 
 
  
 
 
Brenda Price, Joan Gosselin, Andrea Walker, Nancy Show, Queen Gail Purdy, Sylvia Payne.
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Quiet moments of concentration.
Huckleberry Hound certainly is funny!
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Shall we discuss the influence of Descartes on the modern world!
Eff,an OL/a[[
Residence life is exciting and diversified. Electa Hall,
formerly Holy Names College, is exemplary of this
thought. The social gatherings in various rooms, the
three a,m. ping pong tournaments, the communal cram-
ming for tests, the wakeful nights of writing essays —
these are only a few of the experiences which the girls
encounteri
With the introduction of a co—ed lounge in the resi—
dence, a new element has been brought into residence
life — the girls can entertain their friends within the
residence.
Those hard-working Arts' students!
 
  
We don‘t study all the time!
4on cm
The growth of Assumption University during the last
few years is exemplified by the impressive structure
which houses the male students of the University. This
is Cody Holl where the fellows, like the girls, enjoy
their leisure hours as well as maintain their studies.
Coffee Break!
 
Those hardworking Engineers!
This is the way we iron our Clothes . , .
  
      
d‘il'warr.
Gee! You‘re beautiful, Anne!
I see, in your future, 0 tall, dark V ,_
dance
ESQ/f
The Science Ball, '62, decorated in
traditional Chinese tashion, was anoth-
er success. The band played behind
the hint of a Chinese Pagoda. Lanterns
hung from the ceiling, and a tierce
dragon adorned a wall of the Ballroom,
The theme was carried to 0 "Tea
House" where authentic Chinese tap—
estries covered the wall. Couples sat
around low tables for a little refreshment
and conversation.
  
 
l
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The annual Sadie Hawkin's Dance was
The scene of The crowning of The Campus
Cavalier. This year The honours wenT To
Fred Hughes, chosen as The admirable
specimen of NorTh American manhood.
OTher candidaTes included Jack Moy-
Ian, Oscar "Froggy" Bourg, Kerry Mac-
Donald, and Doug Winch.
The dance, sponsored by The Women's
AcTiviTies Council, was an exTremely en—
joyable eveningi Corn sTalks, bales of
hay, and auTumn fruit conTribuTed To
V The casual harvesT seTTing.
  
Wheete-e-e!
 
Frederick Dalton Hughes, ll, known as
 
    
cgnow (j’ZOZZCi . . .
Indoor and outdoor activities make memorable the
winter season for both spectators and participants.
The Assumption Ski Club was responsible for a
swingin‘ winter. Although the excursion to the Lauren—
tians was the highlight of the season for the club, sev-
eral trips to popular ski resorts in Michigan were made.
A little modelling "action" for the "Moose".
 
All we need is some snow!
The Christmas Dance was transformed into a Ski Ball,
Nine lovely models, beautiful decorations, and fine
music were the attractions for the evening. A true ski
lodge atmosphere pervaded the Ballroom at the Centre.
A backdrop of snow covered mountains provided a suit-
able background for the fashion show. An enthusiastic
audience was pleased with the feature attraction in
which the Snow Queen candidates modelled fashionable
ski clothes.
This is fun!
~
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Joan Gosselin, Sharron Russell, Marion Stevens,
Sheila Nolan.
5’20017 QMEEJZ . . .
Miss Liz Det’rman, chosen as Snow Queen, was As-
sumption's lovely representative at the gala Ice Carni-
val's Weekend at Waterloo University, competing with
campus selections from all provinces tor the title of Miss
Canadian Snow Queen. The members of the Queen's
court were: Misses Sharron Russell of Chatham, Marion
H . i P AW
'zﬂfe,15%fﬁﬁiféix.,
  
Ginny McHugh, Mary Senzel, Nelleme Fabbro, Pat Taricone,
Liz Dettman.
Stevens of Toronto, and Nelleme Fabbro of Sudbury,
Pat Taricone and Ginny McHugh of Rochester, New York,
and Joan Gosselin, Sheila Nolan and Mary Senzel of
Windsor.
Liz Dettman, 19, a Junior and Psychology maior has
been known on campus as a friendly and charming
person.
An ideal Snow Queen, she hails from Ste.,Rose, Quebec.
 Assumption's lovely Snow Queen.9
  
Phyllis Peterson
   
3 Oszomaaoming
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Danielle Ronier
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Martha Gosling
 
Judy Kowcinok
l
i 
oyomeaoming (Waaéand
The Homecoming spectacles planned for the
Alumni were enjoyed by everyone. Among the
features were the Hart House Glee Club of the
University of Toronto, 0 Jazz Concert with Father
Daley, and 0 Homecoming Parade which cul-
minated with the crowning of the Homecoming
Queen.
Danielle Ranier is a twenty-year-old Arts Jun-
ior from Detroit, Michigan. Danielle enjoys her
activities in Women's Athletics, being a member
of the Athletic Council as well as the women's
swimming coach.
Phyllis Peterson, from Dalhousie, New Bruns-
wick, also twenty years old, is a mathematics
major and scholarship student. Phyllis enjoys
skating and skiing.
Martha Gosling, from Rochester, New York,
is a scholarship student in Second Year Arts.
One of Martha's interests this year has been
the 1963 Ambassador. Music, sewing, camping,
tennis, and swimming are among her other in-
terests.
Judy Kowcinak, a twenty-year-old Sarnia lass,
is an Arts Junior. As a member of the United
Nations Club, the Liberal Club, the swimming
team, and the Residence Council Committee,
Judy has been quite active.
Joanne crowns Ginny
 
.2’
‘3
Queen Ginny
chlomsaoming Queen
The finale of the Parade festivities was the crown-
ing of the lovely Queen, Miss Ginny McHugh, by
the 1961-62 Queen, Miss Joanne Comuzzi.
Ginny is an Arts Junior from Rochester, New York.
A lovely Queen, Ginny's interests are “meeting peo-
ple and talking with them", fashion designing, golf,
and music,
Ginny has been a member of the Ski Club, the
Liberal Club, and W.U.S.C. She is also Secretary-
Treosurer of the House Council at Electa Hall.
 
An avid Lancer fan and leading member of the
cheering section, Ginny's interests are also in the
field, of athletics, namely basketball.
 9/215 (Uniaeuitf/ Cantu: . . .
Social life on campus revolves around the University
Centre. With the completion of the modern new building
in January, l962, student activity was transferred from
the “Old Pit" to the Centre. The year l962-63 saw
increased participation in events within the University.
Various clubs on campus sponsor dances in the Grotto
every Friday or Saturday evening, Cultural affairs are
presented in the Lounges and the University Ballroom.
Who feels like studying for exams!
u
Assumption University played host to the Ontario
Liberal Conference which brought students from several
Ontario Universities to our campus.
Where, but in the Cafeteria in the Centre, can you
meet and chat with your friends and professors over
a cup of coffee. The friendly student-faculty relationship
has been enhanced by the University Centre.
The friendly atmosphere pervades the whole campus.
Students stop and converse between classes, discussing
the latest functions.
Some "serious" politics!
 
 l'm watching you!
. . . am! Cam/2a; fi .5
The more conscientious scholars spend their leisure
time studying outside in the comfort of the wonderful
shade trees. They cannot, however, escape the watchful
eyes of a pretty girl.
Residents of Cody Hall discuss their latest prospects,
numerous assignments from the professors and campus
life in general.
Now what could be the topic of conversation?
Those more romantically inclined can watch the moon—
light shimmering on the river. A casual observer may
notice many “campus couples" as they walk in the
evening.
We may recall the many happy moments spent at
Assumption; the gaining of new ideas, the acquisition of
new friends, the development of growth, the challenges
presented with satisfaction. One phase of our life has
been completed.
The moonlight and you!
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 Rear: Mary Ann McDonald,
  
ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Mrs. Wm. Thomson
Upon graduation from London Teach-
ers' College, Sis Thomson turned to
coaching and officiating and estab—
lished herself as one of the best
officials and coaches in Ontario. She
was appointed Head of women's
sports and Assistant Athletic Director
in I961.
Front: Danielle Renier, Pat Taricone, Mary
Marr, Carmen Eaton.
Rose Marie Pfister, Mary Jo Gleeson, Mary
Jane Thorpe,
 
Eileen
  
  
  
 
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dick Moriarity
As Athletic Director, Mr. Moriarity is
responsible for the planning, organiz—
ation, and administration of Assump-
tion's intramural and intercollegiate
athletic program. He is currently doing
post—graduate studies in the field of
physical education.
(VI/omen '5
cqf/zfsﬂa couna'f
The Women's Athletic Council of As-
sumption has always provided a
number of activities in which every
woman can find something within
their interest. The Athletic Council
provides but one segment of any
athletic program —— every individual
student holds the key to this success.
This year, under the direction of Mary
Marr, the Women's Council has more
than amply provided their segment.
Under their leadership such sports
as basketball, swimming, bowling,
tennis, volleyball, and badminton
have been scheduled. With such a
vast choice no female on our campus
should feel left out; there is some-
thing to suit everyone.
 MODERATOR OF ATHLETICS
Rev. J. Hussey, C.S.B.
Father Hussey has been closely as-
sociated with Assumption athletics
since 194T when he came to Assump-
tion College as Athletic Director and
Head of the Classics Department. In
1956, when Dick Moriarity was ap-
pointed tull—time Athletic Director,
Father Hussey assumed the position
of Faculty Moderator of Athletics.
é/l/lmg
.34b/zlletia COLL/mill
Under the direction of the Men's
Athletic Council and its president Jack
Kelly the division of intramural sports
has changed from the year system,
such as Freshman, Sophomore, etc.,
to the faculty system, for example,
Arts, Science, Commerce, and Engi-
neering. This change has provided for
more integrated and exciting intra-
mural program. With the growth of
Assumption, the Athletic program is
expanding to make their activities
possible for every student. Through the
athletic program provided, each stu-
dent has ample opportunity to com—
plete the athletic phase of his college
puzzle.
 
HEAD EQUIPMENT MANAGER
Fred Luxtord
Freddie has been connected with
Assumption tor the past four years as
Head Equipment Manager. During this
period he has proved an invaluable
addition to the Athletic Staff showing
keen interest in intramural, extramural,
and intercollegiate athletics, especial-
ly in the development of our hockey
 
   
   
  
  
  
 
program.
Front: Terry Devlin, Jack Kelly, Bob Hansen, Tom Gordon.
Rear: Ted Zuber, Ray Bettridge, George Fraser, Mike Stoyka, Geo
rge Yoworsky, Kirk McKinnon.
 Each autumn, when the leaves begin to fall, Assump—
tion's thoughts fall to football. This year the competition
was keener than ever with five teams instead of four
fighting for the intramural title.
This year, the first year of inter-faculty competition, saw
the Engineers come out on top by winning three out of
four games and by taking two play—off battles. Arts ll,
made up of juniors and seniors, was close behind with
an identical regular season record, but was defeated by
the Engineers in the final playoff game, 10-7. Finishing
in third place was the Arts l squad, made up of Frosh
and Sophomores. They had a very impressive 3] record,
but were knocked out of the playoffs in the first round
ﬂacuﬂy 75am; via [01 ﬂnf'zamwwj C’wwn
by the more experienced Arts ll squad by a close 7-0
score. In fourth place was the Commerce team; they had
a 1-3 record and were ousted from playoff competition
by the Engineers, 8-0. Last, but not least, was the winless
Science team. Having trouble finding the opposing end‘
zone, Science still looked good on defense, holding the
opposition to a mere thirty points during the entire
season.
The tail end of the season saw some very hard
fought games played on a wet and muddy field. This,
in addition to the equality of the teams, made for a
very exciting league.
5129025511 — Clam/250,21
Front: Lyle Warick (Coach), Bob Burn, Charlie Boyle, Phil Arber, Guy Cataford, Bernie Kenney, Larry Liebrock, Dick O‘Callaghan, George Slaney.
Middle: Rick Bauman, Al Cecutti, Wally Wyszinski, Ron Blizchuk, Dave Struthers, Barry Paul, Arnie Godin, Harley Smith.
Rear: Ken Petrunyk, Dave Hoffard, Tony Turchyn, Gus Candida, Brian Rudie, Klaus Wiebe, Walter Culina, Ralph Hutchinson, Buck Madden,
Dave Woodall.
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Torn Dunn, Louie Drouillard, Bob Carron, Donny Moron, Bob Wilds, Paul Habib,
Tony Bailey, Doug Bell, Rear: Bowes
Front: John FerfOCLJll,
Bob Anderson, Al Callaghan, Paul Elsey, Bill Burkhorr, Larry Maisonvd
le, Keith Travis, Peter Bond, Bob Cooper, FrankDempsey, Dan Jason,
Feeley, Tony Janecka, Morgan Clark (Coach),
Have ball, will travel,
Arrs Boll
041i; 1 - 7/2)in (/3 ace
| Van Waddinghom, Jim Hogan, Mike Panerson. Rear: Fr. Murray, C.S.B.
Front: Larry Sexton, Kirk McKinnon, Mike Thorpe, Jim
Placzek, Pou
Dave Deon, Jim Haf, Ed McAuliffe, Dave Dudley, Panfilo Sal
icecciole, Mike
(Coach), Brian Kosla, Red Nontais, John Roberts, Jo
hn Matheson,
DuBois.
   
Com/news — Gou’zfg J [ace
Front: George Yaworsky, Dave Jacobs, Froggy Bourg, John Sanka, Tina Del Grande, Vic Hawkeswood, Eddie Wakulich, Bob DeMers, Rear: Bill
McCann {Coach}, John Pollard, Barry Walker, Vince Benevenut'ri, Pete Clark, Lorne Duguid, Bob Meconi, Mel Martin, Bob Neeley, Jerry Scherer.
If they don't get you, he will,
(Science — @[aaa
Front: John Allen, Vern Mandoleski, Jim Kesselring, Vaughn MacPherson. Middle: Pete Selecki, Lloyd Atkinson, Rich Philips, Ron Oechsley, Cal
Messing. Rear: Don Jablonski, Ron Gillespie, Al Svazas, Bob Billing, Jim Martincic, John Preniczky, Harvey Starkman, Phil Eppert, Nick Kupnicki,
Mauro Berrena, Mike Abbey, Joe Greene.
 down? ﬁestas
Out of twenty-eight entries in
the intramural tennis tournament,
four were chosen for the intercol-
legiate team. In the O.Q.A.A. tourn-
ament in Toronto, Assumption was
one of six universities in competi-
tion. They beat Western U. 7 points
to 4. This was their only outside
meet of the year, but due to the
fact that all four players will be
with us next year, they are pre-
dicting a much more successful
season.  
Gary Flewelling, Joe Gates, Terry Fahlenbock.
Concentration +
’01: .
 
Assumption's Intercollegiate golf
team had a fair season this year.
In their only outside meet, which
included Guelph, McMaster, and
U. of Montreal, they placed fourth
in a field of nine teams. They had
lost their best men from last year
but there is high expectations for
the young team that will represent
them next year. Also, Assumption
will host the O.Q.A.A. golf meet
next year. This will be the first
time that this meet has been held
in Western Ontario.
Brian Turner, Ed Cantor, Harvie Barsanti, Tim Crai
g
Cliff Grimes, Wayne Maitland, Ralph Armour.
:Smfiizy, :Saifiizf/ - -
Thanksgiving weekend saw Assumption University
sponsoring the largest intercollegiate regatta ever held.
Sailing teams representing 14 universities, including two
from the U.S., and as far away as Halifax and Winnipeg,
competed at London's Fanshawe Yacht Club for the
Col. Grant trophy. Owing to the success of the meet,
the
Grant trophy, formerly open only to members of the
O.Q.A.A., increased its eligibility to any Canadian U
ni-
versity. Although finishing well back in thirteenth p
osi—
tion, Assumption retains the honour of opening a new
era in sailing on a National basis.
95  
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Jump, Bob, Jump.
  
 
Larry Mossley, Bill Kostyniuk, Charlie Macmillan, Bill Hasset, Bob McNichol, Claude Macmillan, Greg McCullough, Matt Baum-
gartner, Mike Hurley, Frank Barkovich, Dick Moriarity, Bob Samaras lCoachl.
Success 07 OLL’Z Clincla’zmen
Assumptions Ontario Intercollegiate team made a name for
themselves and the University this past track season. By setting
three records in the meet held at Guelph's Ontario Agricultural
and Veterinary track, Assumption has the reputation of being the
"team to watch." I
Sprinters Paul Allen and Charlie MacMillan set records. Allen
ran a 51.6 sec. 440 yard dash and MacMillan turned over a
10.0 sec. run in the century sprint. The other Assumption record
came through the efforts of Charlie MacMillan, Bob McNichol,
Paul Allen and Claude MacMillan, as they combined to win
the 440 yd. relay race in 45.1 sec.
Head coach Archie Green and assistant coach Bob Samaras
have a number of track men returning for the next track season.
All are expected to run well come the 1963 season.
I
Claude Macmillan, Paul Allen, Bob McNichol, and Charlie Macmillan combine to set relay record.
l
 Wayne Craig, Craig Allen, Bill Doumoni, John Hubert, John Poupore, Rich Philips,
Steve Honey, Kerry MacDonald, Leo McElhone,
Mike Gindle, Mll<€ Murphy, Dave Hamber.
Judo 650/25.
The Judo Club on campus meets each Tuesday and Thursday
under the competent direction ot their coach, Bill Doumani. Under
his guidance both the veterans and the novices are progressing
rapidly. Each member is given the opportunity to better him-
self and advance from white belt through black belt. Although
the group will take part only in local tournaments this year,
they are looking forward to hosting the Intercollegiate Judo
Tournament next year,
Borry Pepper, Phil Eppert, Walt Srokosy, Mike Stoyko, George Lrowford.
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Open Up, Soy Aoooohh!
 
   
  
RAIDERS
Bernie Scott, Trev Aconne, Dove Hofford, Barry Trumbley, Ken Petrunik,
Arnie Godin, Les McDermoH, Jim Barry,
 
SURE SHOTS
Doug Bell, Jim Kolb, Jim Dean, John Volpe, Jim McManus.
DYNAMICS
John Kinik, Tom Gordon, Terry Fohlenbock, Barry Dydyk, Larry Liebrock.
Big Bad John!    
  
SUDSMEN
Wally Wyszynsku, Dick O‘Callaghan, Lee Penfold, Jlm Drummond, Dennis
Louzon, Harley Smith, Bernie Friesmu'rh (Coach), Dale Slrufhers, Mel
Melconlan.
 
HUSTLERS
Len Varrasso, Bob Taylor, Joe Bordeux, John Dunn, Bruce Waechler, Larry
Giroux.
PERVERTS
Frank Szewezyk, Art Kotnz, Don McKern, Kirk McKinnon, John Matheson,
Brian Stead, Jim Golden, Dave Dudley.
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Ups and Downs of Basketball!
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ARTS |
Harvey BUFSGnll, Lorry Sexton, Kirk McKmnon, Bill Blonde, Laurie Simonini, John Loebeck, Pot Nordml, Joe Sheehan, Bob Heath, Ken Long, Bob
Munlo, Bnan Kosra, Mike Jomsse, Dove Deon, Jerry Wiley,
C
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ARTS ll
Don Moron, Lorry Moisonville, Roy Caverzen, Pete Knowlron, Don Kosto, Clem Giovonam, Bob Anderson, Bowes Dempsey, Gerry Stosso, Dove
Terry, Bill Burkhcrt, Bruce Blorkquist, Lloyd Atkinson, Mel Brunet, Fred Luxford.
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COMMERCE
George Yuworsky, Bob Tortoglxo, John Golda, John Amyot, Roy Benridge, Tony BOI‘EY, Al Callaghan, Dave Carter, Drew Gillies, Jxm Holes,
George Tokokr, Gory Wortiey, Pm Culhone, John Sonko, John Ferrocu'rl (Coach),
Rebound, Larry, Rebound!
ENGINEERS
Leo McElphone, John Klmck, Walt Cullno, Pete Pulo, Ralph Armour, Jlm Solns, John Dunn, Jack Gumpei, Arnie Godln, Ron Dunn.
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